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abstract 
We develop a niethocl to approximately solve a large staircase linear progaxn 
that optimizes decisions over multiple time periods. A bound on the approxima- 
tion error is also developed. The approximation is derived by a pmximal cascade, 
which sequentially considers overlapping subsets of the model’s time periods, or 
other orciinally clefined set. hi turn, we bound the cascade’s deviation from the 
optimal objective value by a Lagrangian cascade, which uses proxinial cascade 
dual variables to  penalize infeasibility. When tested on the KPS/RAND Mobil- 
ity Optimizer, a large temporal LP developed for the tJS Air Force, we often 
obse~ve gaps between the approximation and bouncl of less than 10 percerit, and 
save as ~iiucli as 80 percent of the time required to solve the original problein 
[Baker, 19971. We also acldress methods to reduce the gap, including constraint 
extension of the Lagrangian cascade, as well as a cut generation approach similar 
to nested decomposition. 
Introduction 
This paper presents a combined method to approximate the solution of a staircase linear 
program (SLP) and to provide a bound on the approximation’s error. The approximation 
method, or pmciinal cascade, uses a rolling-horizon technique to sequentially solve overlap 
ping subsets of an SLP, where each subset is defined by a contiguous portion of the staircase. 
The error bound is procluced by the Lagmtzgian cascade, which solves subproblems that are 
also defined by contiguous portions of an SLP, but are made separable by relaxing rows that 
would otherwise link columns from different subproblems. We provide results of the cas- 
cades used 0x1 the KF’S/RAND Mobility Optimizer (NKMO), a large linear progam (LP) 
that analyzes IJS Air Force (IJSAF) airlift effectiveness in a wartime contingency [Rosenthal, 
et nl., 19971. 
Staircase linear optixilization models are widely used in many areas such as scheduling, 
where decisions of a given time period directly affect only the decisions of proximal time 
1 
periods. linfnrtunately, SLPs frequently require considering a large, if not infinite niiniber of 
time periods. This presents two difficulties: 1) data gathering for the latter periods of such 
a ~xiodcl niay prove problematic: and 2) the resulting model may be too large to solve. Not 
siirprisingly, a hiiman scheduler faces the same difficiilties: namely reconciling the increasing 
niunber of options with ciecreasing certainty as the riiimber of time periods g~ows. For either 
the 1ii.iman sc:heduler or the optimization inociel, perhaps the most straightforward way of 
dealing with the c1iffic:iilties incurred by a large problem is to make decisions involving 
only a subset of the problem's time periods, and then move forward to a new subset. 
This temporally proximate rnpopia, or inability to see the full future problem at aiiy one 
point, may result in  a suboptimal solution, but can make the problem sirnple enough to 
solve. Morenver, a niodel like K'KhlO, which at tempts to niiinic schethiling in order to 
proc1uc:e plans but not actual schedules, is better if it can incorporate the realism of Inyopic: 
sc:hecliiling. For example, lvhen KRh40 is used to help select aircraft fleets or airbase 
infrastnxti.ire so as to maximize a delivery system's effectiveness, it should optiniize based 
mi the inherent linli tations imposed by wartinie uncertainty: not 011 a omniscient sc:he!cliiling 
capability. This,  Iiiynpia is desirable whenever perfect foresight is iinwrarranted. 
Chanies and Cooper [1961, pp. 370-3881 first suggested limiting the iiuniber of time 
perintls (:onsickred i n  an SLP, and there have beexi many variations since. hlost notably, 
Hrnwri, Graves, and Konen [ 19871 develop solution cascading. This method solves a series 
of small prchlems, each consisting of a subset of a large model's time periods. These 
saiall problems tlieri form an advanced basis from which the large problem, or monolith, is 
easily solved. Other, "rolling horizon" app1ic:ations triincate an infinite time liorizon, w1iic:h 
c:onsicier temporal myopia an unfortunate, but necessary by-product of the truncation. 111 
ccmtrast , the yro:~:imal cascade proposed here solves overlapping subproblems of niodels 
with a finite nuniber of time periods, and those where temporal myopia miist be part of 
tlie niodeliiig aLstrac:tion (Brown: Dell, and Wood [I 997') present a number of models where 
niyopia is applicable). 
The c:loseness of a proxinial casc:acle approsirnation to the overall LP soliition is de- 
pendent on  inany sc:enaricqm:ific: factors: and cannot be giiaranteed for most problems 
(significant exc:eptioIis to this include klanne [ 19701, Aronson et aZ. [1985], anti Walker 
[ 19951). In order to supplement tlie proximal cascade approxiination: we: also de\:elop ail 
optiniistic: bound 011 tlie LF"s solution value by exploiting inforniation cietived from the 
proximal <:ascade. Hy relaxing the constraints associated with certain time periods of an 
SLF', we can tie-c:onple a large problem into several subproblems. 
Lagyangian relaxation has long been used for ckconipositions of many sorts; it tliscour- 
ages violation of relaxed constraints through penalties. The Lag-rangian penalty is applied 
to a series of separable subproblems, and an optimistic bound for the monolith solution’s 
objective value is derived [ e.g., Parker and Karctin, 1988, pp. 205-237]. IJnfortunately, 
finding the correct penalty values for relaxed constraints is often as ciifficult as solving 
the problem without the relaxation. However, we show that reasonable penalties for the 
relaxed c:onstraints are readily available from prior dual solutions during the proximal cas- 
cade. A Lagrangian cascade produces a bound on the LP solution by incorporating the 
proxinial cascade penalties in its subproblems. When combined with the proximal cascade 
approximation, the size of the gap between the two values gives a quantitative assessment 
of proximal cascade’s solution value. 
We outline the notation used in this paper in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe 
the proximal and Lagrangian cascades. In Section 5 we propose a variation on Benders’ 
decomposition relevant to cascades. Finally, in Section 6 we present a NRMO case study 
that uses cascades. 
2 Notation 
Except as noted, we assume the following staircase structure for the problem to be solved 
(referred to as the “monolith,” or “problexii A l ” ) :  
, 
(M> z* = min C ctzt 
t F T  
where t E T denotes time periods (or other ordinally defined set), ct, bt, At,  Bt are given 
data, and zt ,  at are vectors of primal and dual decision variables. We assume this problem 
has primal solution 22. Rows and columns that intersect in a non-zero element of At or Bt 
are said to be associated. Each row (indexed by t )  is associated with colurnns indexed by t 
and t - 1; this creates a linkage between these two set elements. A row’s linkage of t and 
t - 1 denotes a row width of two. 
Problem M is a siniplification of a more general monolithic form, which may include 
rows with width greater than two. All the results and techniques of this paper have been 
applied to the Inore general form, but for simplicity of presentation we retain the row width 
of two. 
3 Proximal Cascade 
A proximal cascade is c:omposed of subproblems 1,2, ..., N ,  each of which coiisists of all rows 




a set of time periods). These are the active rows and wlumns of a subproblem 71; the 
corresponding elements of T are the active indices. Figure 1 depicts AT overlapping subsets 
of T ,  suggesting a cascade. 
Time + 
Figure 1 : Sequence of subprobleiiis 71 fornling a proximal cascade. Each subproblem con- 
tains rows and colulnns indexed by overlapping subsets of active time periods. The input 
parameters cw and v specify the number and overlap of active time periods, respectively. 
Two input parameters are required to define the cascade subproblems: 1) cascade width 
cw, the number of periods active in each subproblem, and 2) cascade overlap v, the number 
of periods cc)1niiioii to two adjac eiit subproblems. The following ad& tioiial paranieters help 
describe the siibproblems: 
fin the first time period of subproblem n. 
1c" the last time period of subproblem n. 
N C  71 E { 1 , ..., AT} 
T P  { t  E T : ft" 5 t 5 It"}, tlie active periods of subproblem 71. 
TF i ivitli tlie next si~bprobleni 
the set of proximal cascade subproblems. 
{ t  E T :ft" 5 t <,+I} for 71 < N 
tlie active periods of subproblem 71 excluding periods that overlap 
{ t  E T : fc" 5 t }  fOr 71 = N 
. it  , .TI soliition vector for subprnblem 71. A feasible solution is assumed to exist 
Tlirnughout the paper, we iise a fixed cu and I;,  so that ft" arid If' are derived according 
tn: 
ft" = ( ? L - l ) - ( C w - v ) + l  
it" = inin [TI ( T L  - 1) . (c7u - v) + ctu] 
4 
Each subproblem ri has the form: 
In addition to the active variables, the objective fiinc:tion of a PCAS7’ subproblem in- 
cluctes variables indexed by t <fin, which are fixed to the optimal value computed in the last 
subproblem in which they were active. The first constraint’s right-hand-side is reduced by 
the resoiirces consumed by the fixed level of z:::. Thus, the feasibility of PCAS” depends 
on The constraints indexed by t : fin < t 5Ztn are unchanged, and the constraints 
indexed by t >If are relaxed. Figure 2 shows the relationship of a proximal cascade sub- 
problem to the surrounding subproblems. 
Variables: 
Fixed I R e - o p w e d  Optimized in subprob i Fixed at 
before ~.!!K.SubP?prob... n i  .... ..... ._ .... ....... 1 o B 
j Re-optimized isubprob ubprob ”/  Fised after subprob n subnrob ni 
ft” , It n-1 ft”+’ ” It” 
............................ ................................ 
CIV . .......... - ....................... -. ........... ..__ -. .... __ ...- - 
TF 
Figiire 2: A single proximal cascade subproblem optimizes variables whose time periods 
are indexed by the active set (t E T P  ). Thus, it re-optimizes variables indexed by time 
periods active in the previous subproblem, t E T C - I n T C  (the number of periods in this 
overlap is v). Constraints of future time periods are relaxed, and variables of future periods 
are fixed at level 0. Variables whose time periods are indexed by t E T P  are fixed after 
subproblem ri. 
The proximal cascade heuristic proc:eeds as follows : 
For 7L = 1, .... N { 
Define and solve subproblem P C A S  
Fix and output the value of $, V t  E TF 
} 
Output proximal cascade objective function value, z N .  
5 
Selection o f  cascacle width, cw, and cascade overlap, v can play a large role in the cascadc 
sohition qiiality, wliicti we define as I /  I zn: - z*/ (solution quality is infinite when 2' = z * ) .  
Oiir experimental results siiggest that 'I! shoiiltl be at  least as large as the maximiim niiniber 
of  time period indiccs that are co1111110n to conseciitively indexed rows. This peririits every 
row to haw all associated c:olimuis active in  at least one sillproblem. 
The following proposition demonstrates that the proximal cascade's objective fuiictioii 
value provides an upper bound on the monolith's objective function value: 
Proposition 1 2' 5 zh'. 
Proof: 
z* = min c cizt 
tET 
- . zh'. 
The ineqidity holds because fixing a subset of the rt restricts the original problcm. 
0 
In addition to providing an upper bound on z', a feasible proximal cascade sohition 
(xy, t/ nEN(7, t E  TF) is feasible to the monolith, since the rows of the monolith are enforced 
by the rows of P C A S ~  v ~ E N C .  
The prirnary advantages of using a proximal cascade lie in its abilities: 1)  to approximate 
the solution of arbitrarily large staircase LPs, and 2) to nimic real-world Inyopia when 
appropriate. Howevcr, since the proximal cascade is a lieiiristic:, soiiie bounct on thc solution 
error is desirable. 
4 Lagrangian Cascade 
Lagrangian relaxation has long been used to bound, or e \ ~ n  solve, perhaps approximately, 
linear and integer progTams by solving subproblems. A temporal partition allows each 
siibprobleni to be solved separately by talcing the Lag~angian relaxation of rows that would 
otlierwise appear in niore than one subproblem. Tlie structure of a staircase problem invites 
G 
Lagrangian relaxation, si11c:e rows are associated with variables from only a small niimber 
of adjacent time periods. It is all the more attractive if the maximum row width is small. 
Like a proximal cascade, a Lagrangian cascade is composed of subproblerns, each con- 
sisting of active rows and columns indexed by subsets of the cascade index set T. 1Jnlike the 
proximal cascade, the active index subsets are disjoint, forming a partition of T.  The mono- 
lith problem is separated into Lagrangian subproblems by relaxing rows that link mlurnns 
with cascade indices of different subsets. As with all Lagrangian relaxations, objective fiinci 
tion penalties are adcled to the colurnns of these relaxed constraints in order to discmirage 
violation. We refer to these rows as Lugrange-relaxed rows. 
Unlike tracli tiorla1 Lagangian relaxation, a LagTangian cascade may exploit a previously 
computed proximal cascade’s dual solution for its objective function penalties. This obviates 
a cmnputationally intensive multiplier search. 
Figure 3 illustrates a partition of T into L subsets, each of which has width Zwid, except 
for the last subset which may be limited by the cardinality of T . Note that lwid need not 







Figure 3 :  A Lagrangian cascade partitions the rows and columns of a monolith into Inany 
Lagrangian subproblems l of contiguous time periods. Overlapping rows are Lagrange- 
relaxed. 






The first time period in  siibproblern C. 
The last tirtic period in subproblem t .  
{ t : fl 5 t 5 lf!}, the active periods of subproblem C 
ft2, f?, .... ft"} the periods corresponding to Lagrange-relaxed row indices 
T R L ~ ,  f = 1 
{ t : f t ! < t g t e } ,  C > 1  
the periods of subproblem E corresponding to active row indices i T L ~  
CL 
Z( - ) 
C E { 1, ..., L }  , the set of Lagrangian cascade subproblems 
1 if argument is true; 0 otherwise 
As before, specifying the width value lwid permits a simple derivation off& and 14 : 
f i e  = (C - 1) . Zuid + 1 
lte = min [T, E .  wid] 
Figure 4 shows the relationship of a Lagrangian cascade subproblem to its neighboring 
subproblems. 
It ft It ft [ + I  
lwid 
4 TL L 
TRL - t 
Figure 4: A single LagTaiigian cascade siibyrobleni includes columns indexed by t E TRLe 
(the active set ), and rows indexed by t ETL'. Rows indexed by Jt' are relaxed: and 
a Lagrangian penalty is applied to the objective function coefficients of active columns 
associated with relaxed rows. 
Given this notation, definc the Lagrangian cascade problem L C  
8 
The objective function includes Lagrangian penalties at 2 0. The remaining structural 
constraints include only the active staircase rows. 
Because all of the linking rows between subproblems are Lagrang&relaxed, L C clecom- 
poses into L disjoint subproblems with zLc = Ce ze : 
(LCASi )  
t.e = rnin c ctzt + aft' (b f t t  - A f t r z f t t )  . ~ ( t  > 1) 
(L!. 1) 
s.t. H t z t - 1  +Atzt  2 bt vt E T L ~  (Lt .2)  
Z t  2 0 vt E T R L ~  (Lf .3 )  
tt:TKLe 
-nfte+i Bfte+i Zlte . I(! < L)  
A Lagrangi an cascade proceeds as follows: 
Record dual variable levels (at) from proximal cascade solution Y t  E TR. 
For t = 1,2, ..., L { 
Define and solve subproblem L C A g  given above 
Record the value of ze 
} 
Output the LagTangian cascade solution value: Ce ze. 
Solving the relaxecl problem in this manner allows the tractable computation of a lower 
bound on z*. By the theorem of weak Lagrangian duality [e.g., Parker and Rardin, 1988, 
p. 2061, 
e 
As stated earlier, the quality of this bound depends in large measure on the quality of 
the dual variables. These variables, in turn, depend on the quality of the proximal cas- 
cade solution. Frequently, the closer a proximal cascade solution approximates the optimal 
monolith solution, the closer the associated duals will approximate the optimal monolith 
clual solution. Herice, there is strong incentive for making the proximal cascade solution as 
close to the monolith solution as possible. 
4.1 Extended Constraints 
The Lagrangian cascade bound can be improved by modifying the constraint: BfttzItt-1 + 
Af tez f t t  2 bf te ,  which is Lag~ange-relaxed in each subproblem t. However, to insure the 
validity of  the relaxation, we ciefine a surrogate copy of the variable z l te - i ,  which we denote 
X l t e - i .  
I 
9 
(:onsider problenn G, which is identical to the monolith, but with constraint z.1 and 
G.2 aclcieci. 
min C c t :q  (1) (;ii> z*f = 
s.t. Rt:rt-l +Atrt 2 bt 1 < t 5 IT/ (2) 
Tt  2 0 V t  E T (:j ) 
tFT 
BtLTt-1 + A t ~ t  2 bt Vt  E T R  (z.1) 
Vt E T R  (fi.2) - 2t-1 L O  
5 
M.1 restores all Lagrange-relaxed constraints from LC, but it replaces rt-l with a 
siirrogate variable Ft-1 Vt E TR. Except for non-negativity, Ft-1 appears nowhere else in  
the forxnulatio~i. By the following proposition, if is not a restriction of the monolith. 
- 
Propositioii 2 z* 2 zh' 
Proof: Let Ft -1  = rf-l Vt  E TR.  Since T;-, must be feasible to (2) and (3),  it 
niiist also be feasible to G.1 and G.2. and consequently problem i 4 .  Thus, z"I car1 be nn 
worse than z* .  
- 
0 
In fact, z* = z h f ,  becaiise the surrogate colurnns do not contribute to the objec.tive, nor 
do they allow the original cohinnns to further contribute to the objective. Ho~vever, this is 
not central to the overall result, whi~ln is to show that a Lagnngian relaxation of M is still a 
relaxation of the xnio~no~i t n M. ~e define tliis relaxation as LC (problem i7 witli constraint 





By c:onnbining F'rnpositinn 2 with tlic fact that LC is a relaxation of A T ,  we: Iiavc: 
- 
Tlie following proposition shorvs that zLc bounds zLc from above: which may 
i~inprove the Lag~angiatn bound on z* : 
10 
- 
z L c  > zLc: Proposition 3 - 
- 
Kelaxirig M.I and Z.2 eliminate ~t from the problem. \Nliat remains is - Proof: 
problem LC. Thus, LC is a relaxation of E, and zLc" 2 zLc. 
Cl 




z* > zLc: > zLc,' - - 
Althoiigli incorporating extended constraints enlarges each subproblem, the increased solu- 
tion time may be rewarded by a tighter bound on z*. Consider the following staircase LF' 
(shown as a maximization): 
z* = max 2x1 +4-x2 +X3 
s.t. XI 5 2  
x1 +x2 1. 3 ( a 2 )  
x 2  +x3 i 4 
x1, x2, x3 1 0. 
A solution to  this problem is: X,* = 3 ,  Xi = 1 ,  with z* = 13. Lagrangian relaxation of the 
second row results in the following for 0 2  2 0: 
.LC = max 2x1 +4X2 +X3 + a2(3-X1 -X2) 
s.t. XI 5 2  
x2 +x3 i 4 
x1, x 2 ,  x3 1 0. 
\Vhen 0 2  = 1 ,  the above may be rewritten as 
zLc = 3 + max XI +max 3 x 2  + X 3  
s.t. x1 5 2 s.t .  x2 +x3 2 4 
XI 1 0 x2, x3 >: 0. 
This has a solution = 2, x2 = 4, with zLc = 17, which is an optimistic bound on the 
first problem, z* = 13. However, the bound may be tightened by duplicating XI with XI, 
and i ricarporati ng the method of extended cons t rai rits : 
- 
zLc' = :j + niax X I  + max 3 x 2  fX3 
s.t. x1 5 2 s. t .  21 +x2 - < 3  
21 x2, x3 2 0. 
x 1  2 0 x2 +x3 i 4 
1 1  
5 A Nested-Cascade Variation of Benders' Decomposition 
In this section: we c:oIlsitler tlic i ise of siicc:essive proxinnal c:asc:ades: u-liicli wc clcfine as a 
proxinial cascade ser ies.  We shon. that cascade soh1 tion quality can improve significantly 11s- 
ing a strategy that adds weak ciits from previous proximal asc:ade solutions. This approac:h 
is a heuristic variation of Benders' decomposition [Benders 1964. 
Exploiting a staircase structiire to  decompose an LP is described by Glassey [1973], as 
well as H o  and Marine [1974]. These methods successively add dual cuts to a series of master 
problems. Each master problem serves as a cut-generating subproblem for another master, 
tlius warranting the name "~iested decomposition." IJsing a variation of this approach i n  
~ o n ~ e r t  wi h Lagrange iiiul tipliers taken from previous proximal cascade thml soli.Itions, we 
attain a tighter gap between the proximal and Lagrangian cascade solutions than can be 
obtained in a single-series cascade. 
In order to demonstrate nestecGc:ascade decomposition, consider proble~n BCAS,  which 
is the sohition to the remaining periods, given the fixed columns of subprobletns 1,  ..., 71 - 1. 
In other words, BCASm prol-ides the solution to the remaining monolith, given the cascade 
where: 
f ( q t n )  = 
Bt2;:; t = ft" ( B C A S . 1 )  
ft" < t 5 Itn (BCA9.2)  
Vt E TCn (BCA,'1".:3) 
t = ltn + 1 
vt > Itn + 1 
vi! 2 It" + 1 
12 
This forrnidation is equivalent to: 
s.t. (BCA 9. l), (BCA S.2)? (BCA 9. 3)
where 0:) is a component of vector a(j) E J n ,  defined by the region: 
This region, if not bounded, may require that feasibility cuts be added to the formulation 
of RCAS" [e.g.? Parker and Rardin, 1988, pp.237-2441. Igporing this complication for now, 
casc:ade BCA,';n may be rewritten as: 
In a traditional nested decomposition, each of these problems serves as the inaster prob 
lern for its s1xc:essor and the subproblem for its predecessor. The subproblems derive cuts 
of the-form given by HCAS1..4. Acc:ordingly, a relaxed Benders' master problem consists of 
a subset of these cuts, which is an approximation of the monolith when 71. = 1. Additionally, 
the master probleni includes feasibility cuts (not shown), which ensure that the value of 
i : l p  permits feasibility of the successor subproblem. 
Nested decomposition partitions the r o w  and columns of the monolith into siibproblems. 
In this way, TC" n TC"+' = 8. It  follows that It" + 1 = ft"+'. Thiq clots not hold for a 
proxinial casca(lc, froni which nested-cascade tleco~iiposit ion is derived. 
The 1iestecGc.ascacle ciccomposition uses an overlapping series of subproblems, whidi 
weaken the optinialit~. cuts given by BCAS'.$. but which reduce or eliminate the need for 
feasibility ciits. 111 order to  distingliish the difference between nested and nested-cascade 
<le<:o~~ipositioii, define the latter subproblems as BC", B(?,..., B P ,  BC'+', ..., BCN. Al- 
thoiigh each subproblem's form is identical to  BCALS", each subproblem is overlapping such 
that ftrrS1 < It" + 1 : 
ITnlil<e the HCA,S'+' siibprobleni: HP+' re-optiiiiizes xjp+l  ,..., rp. Taking the dual of 
HP+' yields a feasible region ctefineci ~ > y  F :  
Since ft"+' < It" + 1 ,  the feasible region defined by 3 is a restriction of the re- 
gion defined by J " .  In partic:iilar, the variable passed to  the master problem, (~lt,n+l, is
more restricted in J" than in J " .  This can be seen by noting that oltn+1 is restricted by 
~~ltn+1Alt"+,+oltn+*Rltn+2 5 C ~ + I  in both J n  ancl J " ,  but also by altnAlt"+~l1"+]R11ntl 5 
( : l t T t  in J" .  Therefore, the cuts provided by subproblem BP+'  are weak, because a restricted 





It is only the cascade overlap that distinguislies the regions J" and J" ,  whi<:h siigpysts 
that they share many similarities. The result is a trade-off overlapping siibprc)blerns rc(1iices 
or eliminates the need for feasibility cuts: at a cost of weaker optiniality cuts. 
The neste~l-c:asc:arl~ variation of Renders' ciecomposition proceeds as follows : 
Select acc:eptable gap tolerance, GAPTOL 
Select niaxiniiim niimber of allou-able series, SIZfAX 
Let j = 0, g a p  = A'!, SET-J = 8 Vri 
While j < S M A X ,  and g a p  > GAFTOL { 
For 71 = 1,  2, ...,A' { 
(j+l) Solve H C "  ancl record oft, ,  , fix- and record :I: Vt. E TF"  
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} 
Record z N  
j = j + l  
SET-J = SET-J U { j }  Y n  
For l =  1,2,  ..., L { 
solve L C A S ~  wing a?) vt E TR 
Record ze 
ll’e applied the nested-cascade technique to 10 test staircase problems [Raker, 19971. 
The first series of the nested-cascade decomposition solved subproblems BC* ,H?, ... ,BCN, 
without any cuts. Subsequent series solved these subproblems in the same order using the 
heuristic: cuts generated by the dual variables from subproblems of all previous series. Each 
series included one ad& tional cut per subproblem. The proximal cascade solution value 
was the objective value of the last subproblem of the most recent series. The LagTangian 
cascade used the dual variables supplied by the most recent proximal cascade. In general, 
the method c i id  not converge to monolith optimal, but stabilized to an average proximal- 
Lagrangian gap of 2.7 percent for the 10 problems. Over half (60%) of the gap reduction 
was attributable to the Lagrangian cascade, which reflected the benefit of more accurate 
Lagrangian penalties. 
The above results suggest a promising alternative to a single series cascade (although 
this method should not be used when enforcing myopia). Unlike traditional nested de- 
c:oiiiposi tion for staircase riiodds [Glassey, 1973; FIo and Manne, 19741, the nested-cascade 
variation lacks a convergence proof. However, traditional nested decompositions have no 
cascade overlap, and will often have greater difficulty maintaining primal feasibility. Thus, 
nested-cascade cieecomposition has an advantage over many nested methods, which must 
rely on feasibility cuts. 
6 Case Study: The NPS/RAND Mobility Optimizer 
The Naval F’ostgraduate School / RAND Mobility Optimizer was developed in 1996 as an 
alternative and c:omplement to siniulation for IJSAF strategic: airlift analysis [Rosenthal, et 
al., 1997; Melody et nZ., 19971. It is the cmnsolidation of mobility optimization models from 
the Naval F’cxtgactuate School [Morton, Rosenthal, and Lirn, 1996; Rosenthal, et al., 19971 
and RAND [IGllingsworth and Melody, 19941. The project’s sponsor is the [JSAF Studies 
and Analyses Agency, Global Mobility Branch. NRMO has been used by this agency as 
15 
. 
well as by the offic:e of the Secretary of Defense [Stiicker and hlelody, 19971: and tlic .Joint 
Chiefs of Staff Force Projection Branch [ Damni: forthcoming]. 
Strategic airlift is tlefinecl as: "...the riioveriient of iinits: persnrinel ant1 niat.cria1 ~ I I  
siipport o f  all Department of Defense agencies betwen the c:ontinc~ital l i i i i  tccl States a ~ i ( i  
overseas areas" [Dept. of the Air Force, 1992: p. 3011. Althoi.igh this definitioii enil)otl- 
ies many missions: a primary goal of strategic airlift is to  maxinlize the on-time ctelivcry 
of cmnbat and siipport forces as directed by the national command aiithorities. NKhlO 
represents strategic airlift as a niiilti-period, midti-commodity, network-based LF' with a 
large ni.imber of side constraints. The model is used by defense planners to provide insight 
into mobility issues siicli as the adequacy of aircraft fleet and airbase infrastructiire, as well 
as the itlexitific:ation of system bottlenecks. Multiple scenarios have been used to address 
questions of fleet selection and airfield improvements. 
There are four primary input requirements of the NKhlO LP: 1) the require(l cargo 
and passenger ~iioiwiients as delineated by the Time Phased Force Deploy~nent Doc:iini~nt 
(TF'FDD), a widely used  planning database, 2) the types and wlmbers of available aircraft 
and c:rews, 3) the usable airfields: and 4) the allowable routes for each aircraft type. The LF' 
iniriiniizes tlie weiglited siini of late and undelivered cargo penalties, subject to restrictions 
such as aircraft floiv balance, aircraft payload, and airfield capacity. The soliition specifies 
the airlift mission assigiiments by requirement nioved: aircraft and route flown, and time 
cieliveretl. Frorn this output, information siic:h as iinit closiire (the time when all of a unit's 
cargo and passengers have been ctelivered) niay be computed. Keturii roiitings antl airfield 
sat1iratic)n levels are also given in the LP soliition, as well as the marginal values of resoiirces. 
In addition to  tlie four primary inputs, other data allow NRhIO to niodcl aerial re- 
fileling, geographic (:re\\' movement: and intra-theater airlift. If directed by the scenario 
input, NKMO can assign dual-role aircraft as either airlifters or aerial refueling tankers, 
and reassign them as the contingency warrants. The rnoimient of c x w s  can be modelled 
geogmphically by balancing their flow througli selected rest bases, antl observing limits on 
crew 1.itilization. Finally, IYKh30 allows iiitra-theater activity by alternating selected air- 
craft between tactical (short-haid) and strategic (long-haul) roles, again as tlie c:ontingcnc:y 
nrarra 11 t s . 
The striicture and complexity of NRhlO mot ivatccl tlic dcvclopmcnt of thc proxi~nal 
and Lag~angian cascades, and provided a test-bed of problems. A moderately sized sc:cnario 
involving over two hundred military units requiring mo\wnent results i n  an LP with aroiintl 
27,000 rows, 12G,300 coliimns~ and 921,500 no112ero coefficients. Problem dimcnsio~is c a n  
increase well beyond this size as the time-step is dccrcased and the liorizon is increased. 
Large scenarios can easily overwhelm cnirrent complitinji capabili tics. Additionally, the 
model should produce results that are intentionally myopic, since change and uncertainty 
are characteristics of the underlying airlift scheduling system. 
NKMO is, for the most part, an SLP with typical row widths of three time periods, which 
is the typical maximum mission duration. Consequently, the proximal cascade overlap, t i  
niiist be at least two periods. Correspondingly there nnist be two periods of Lagrangian- 
relaxed rows between each subproblem. The model also requires other minor niodificatims 
to accommodate cascades. 
Two NRMO problem instances are used to test cascades. The first problem is the 
prirriary test scenario used at the Naval Postgaduate School to verify and validate air 
mobility linear programs [Raker, 19971. The other scenario considers an ongoing study by 
RANI) [Stuc:l<er and Melody, 19971. Extended Fonstraints (Section 4.1) were used in both 
scenarios; the cascading variation of Renders’ deconiposi tion (Section 5) was not used in 
order to preserve myopia. 
The performance tests measiire the effect of three parameters on the proximal- 
Lagrangian gap. Typically, larger values of the proximal cascade width, b,w, proximal cas- 
cade overlap, t ) ,  and Lagrangian cascade width, lwid should all reduce the gap. The test 
residts reflect these generalizations. 
Both of the problem instances are generated by GAMS [Brooke, et  al., 19921, and written 
into MPS format. Additionally, the GAMS output provides a file that maps each row and 
colinnn to its associated time index. The cascade logic is written in C using the CPLEX 
callable library version 3.0 [(:FLEX, 19941. A utility translates the solution reported by 
CPL EX to a CAMS compatible format for further processing. IJnless otherwise noted, the 
c:ornpi.iter used is an IHM KSG000/590 with 512MH of KAIvI~ ,411 times are given in CX’IJ 
se:Conc1s. 
6.1 Notional Southwest Asia Scenario 
The notional Southwest Asia (SWA) scenario is a small, easily solved problem that was 
originally clesigiied to test THRUPUT I1 [Morton et al., 19941, one of NRMO’s predecessors. 
It includes 21 military units, seven aircraft types, 35 routes and 30 time periods. The 
associated linear prograin has 4,100 rows, 7,400 c:olunins, 39,000 non-zeros, and a maximim 
row width of three periods. In this scenario, a SWA contingency requires deployment of 
several Army and Marine Corps brigades from the continental IJS (CONUS), 15 Air Force 
fighter wings from CONUS and Europe, and an Army mechanized division from Europe. 
The movement requirements intentionally exceed delivery capacity in order to strain the 
system and identify airlift bottlenecks. 
Table 1, and Figi.ires 5 and 6 illustrate that solution quality improves with increased 
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Figure 5: Soliitiori gaps for the Southwest Asia scenario decrease significantly with increased 
proximal cascade overlap. The triangles show the proximal (solid line) and Lagrangian 
(dotted line) cascade soliition vahias for an 1Rperiod prosirnal cascade width; the squares 
show the so1iitic)ti vahies for a 20-period wiclth. All Lagmngian cascade widths arc 15. The 
absolute gap, mea.<iirecl by the verticd distance bet\veen prosinla1 and Lagrangiati soliition 
vahies. is miic:h smaller with a 1 @period overlap than a five-period overlap, and smaller still 
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Figiilne 6: Solution gaps for the SoiitlinwA Asia scenario gencrally decrt.asc as proximal 
cascade width increases. F'rosinial cascde width has a smaller effect oil the absoliitc ga1) 




































































































Table 1: Relative gaps and solution times for the Southwest Asia scenario vary with cas- 
cacte parameter selection. The first two columns show proximal cascade widths and overlaps; 
LagTangian cascade widths are all 15. The remaining columns show the performance (com- 
pnting times are in seconds on an IBM RS6000/590 with 512MB RAM). For example, a 
proximal cascade with width 18 and overlap 10 gives an upper bound solution value of 
296.7; tlie corresponding Lagrangian lower bound is 287.1, resulting in a gap of 3.3%. The 
proximal and Lapange solve times are 67 and 21 seconds, respectively, for a total of 88 
seconds. The first row of the table gives the monolith's solution value and time, which 
provides a baseline for the otlier ~i.ins. Each test uses CPLEX 3.0 [ W L E X ,  l!J!J4] with 
primal simplex method and steepest edge pricing. 
cascade overlap arid width. Figxire 5 shows a strictly decreasing gap with increasing cascade 
overlap for cascade widths of 18 and 20. These decreasing gaps come at a computational 
cost, however, as indicated by the proximal cascade solution times. Figure 6 also shows 
generally ciecreasing gaps with increased cascade width, albeit less convincingly. 
6.2 European Infrastructure Scenario 
Conc:iirrent with this research, a RAND Corporation study for the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD) is exaillining Ei.wopean air bases transited by USAF airlifters. The purpose 
of this study is to deternine which bases have insufficient infrastructure to adequately 
support a Major Regional Contingency (MRC) in Southwest Asia [Stucker and Melody, 



































































































Ta1)le 2: (:ompiitati~)nal results for the Eiiropean Infrastructure scenario also sliow that 
relative gaps and solutiori times vary u.ith cascade parameter selection. The solve times are 
1rii.ich longer than Soiithewst Asia scenario solve times cluc to proble~ii size. All rims 1ise 
tlie CPLEX 9.0 Barrier algorithm [ CPLEX, 199.111. Lagangian cascade subprohlrms have 
15 periods each. The first row is the ~nonolith baseline; subsequent rows show performance 
using various proxinial cascade parameters. All times are in seconds. Cascading does not 
save time coniparetl to direct solution o f  the Inonolith in  the experirnents reportecl in Tables 
1 and 2, becaiise tlie cornputer i.ised had sufficient memory to solve the monolith with little or 
110 paging. Table 3 shnn-s the time atlvant age of cascades wlien rnemory is lirni tetl ccmiparccl 
to probleni size. 
The resiilts of this scenario (sec Table 2, and Figiires i and 8) arc generally c:nnsistent, 
with tliose of the first test. Figurc '7 shoivs a pronoiinced rediiction in gap as cascaclc overlap 
increases, while Figure 8 shows a xiiore Inoderate reduction n.ith increased c:asc:adc length. 
IJpper h i n d s  arc o f  bctter qiiality than loivcr boiiiids, dne to the sensitivity of tlic lowcr 
bound to small errors in the Lagxmgian penalties. This ,  tlic prosirnal c:ass<:atlc reslilts sliow 
that the effects o f  myopia are snia11, since most of the upper bound soliition valiics arc 
within a few perccnt of tlie monolith valnc. 
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Figme 7: This Figure depicts cascade solution values for the European Infrastructure sc:e- 
iiario when proximal cascade overlap is varied. Proximal cascade overlap has as large an 
effect 011 this scenario as it did on the notional Southwest Asia scenario. As before, increas- 
ing the overlap reduces the gap. 
15 16 I? 18 19 20 
Cascade Width, cw 
4 v = 5  - I - V = = l O  -Proximal : - - -Lagangian 
Figure 8: Solution gaps for the European Infrastxucture scenario are reducecl w , increas- 
ilia proxiiiial cascade width. These reductions, although smaller than those seen in the 
Southwest Asia scenario, are still quite evident. 
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6.3 Solve Times 
(:ascxles do not save conipiititig time o i l  ttic tno scenarios desr rilwcl. However, tlic 
test platfor~n is a compiiter with siificient nieniory for ~nonolith soliitio~i u.ithoiit paging. 111 
order to verify that cascades save time when memory is limited. we constructed two smaller 
European scenarios by rechicing the niunber of aircraft types, and limiting thc miniher o f  
ciays that each unit c a n  be delivered. This reduction allow solution by a Dell Pentiiiin F'ro 
200 rnHz tlesktop coniputer with 63 MB RAM. 
Table 3 shows that cascades save iip to 80% of the time reqiiired for monolith 
soliition. The savings cmme at a moderate cost in soliition qiiali ty, since limited nnmiory 
reqitires that cascade siibproblems have small widths. This conseqiienc'e is minoi in  xtiotlcls 
siic:h as NKM(>, where niyopia esists due to wartime uncertainty. 
Cascade (::wade Prosinla1 Lagrange Total % Tiiiie 












Table 3: (hscades offer 
Infrastructiire I (14,412 r o w ,  64,252 colunins, 46'2.645 non-zeros): 
n/a n/a n/a 4410 n/a 
29.4 5 72 310 88'2 80.0 
2.5.2 844 310 1154 73,s 
14.1 40SO 310 4 3 no 0.5 
Infra<tructure I1 (16,674  row^ G3,33(; coluiniis: 453,663 i~ot i -zcro .~ ) :  
n/a n/a n/a 4169 n/a 
37.7 ,532 476 loo8 75.8 
19.4 760 480 1240 70.3 
11.4 21 60 450 2640 36.7 
a significant time savings nrlien the nionolitli cannot be solved with 
installed memory. Tlic c:omputer used for these results is a Petitiiim Pro 200 MMz desktop 
with 64 h4H RAM (previous residts iise an IRhI KSG000/590 with 512 ME3 RAM).  The 
first row of each scenario s1ion.s the monolith solution value and tinic using the CF'LEX 
interactive barrier solver [ C P L E X ,  19931. The next t\vo roivs i n  each scenario indicate 
cascades offer a clrainatic time savings when nioclerate cascadc widths arc iiscd. The final 
row of each scenario shows that muc:h or all nf this savings is lost ivhcn cascades also require 
paging. 
7 Conclusion 
(hscacles provide a iiseful approxiniation strategy \vlien problem striictiire permits, and 
wIie1i motlel size or system myopia warrants. In this paper, lvc have formalized a c:asca(le 
~iietlincl for approsiiiiating stairrasr LF's, nncl dct.clopecl a Lagi.an$ati c:ascadc Loiind for 
that approximation. We have also developed the nested-cascade, which may be useful when 
primal feasibility is ctifficult to maintain in a traditional nested decomposition. 
1Jsing the KKMO model, upper bounds from the proximal cascade are typically within a 
few percent of monolith optimal. Lower bounds from the Lagrangian cascade have generally 
less quality, but are often still within a few percent of monolith optimal. Cascade solution 
times are less than the rnonolith solution tinies when small c:ascade overlaps are used, or 
when installed riiernory is limited [Baker, 19971. 
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